SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT

Project Description: Social media posts written in Viceroy’s brand voice to
drive email sign-ups in advance of Black Friday and increase Cyber Monday
bookings.
EMAIL SIGN UPS
1. Like your travels with a side of exclusive perks and privileges? We do, too. Sign up for all
the goodies here.
2.

Exclusive offers. Coveted perks. Discounted stays. Repeat.

4. Defy FOMO for good. Sign up here for our exclusive offers and limited-time deals.
5. Just think, provocative experiences and adventures for DAYS. All yours when you sign up
here.
6. Fast forward to your next adventure. Sign up for front-row access to fresh offers and
deals.
3. Fleeting travel steals. Reduced rates. Lavish perks. Finally a reason to get excited about
emails.
7. Do you like being the first to know? Let’s make it happen. Sign up for our latest offers
here.

8.

Behind every good getaway is a good deal. We share ours here, sign up now.

9.

Wanderlusting for suite views and sweet travel steals? Get yours here.

CYBER MONDAY
1. Sorry, winter doldrums. Your days are numbered. Cyber Monday is bringing epic
adventures back.
2. We’re coming for you Cyber Monday! Snag up to 45% off far-flung luxury around the
globe.
3. Finally, a Monday to get excited about. Get up to 45% off your next epic adventure here!
#cybermonday
4. The countdown is over. Your next adventure starts here with up to 45% off during Cyber
Monday.
5.

Cyber Monday has arrived. Go on, take one of each.

6.

Round up the friends. It’s getaway time. Cheers from Cyber Monday.

7. As you can see, our love affair with epic Cyber Monday offers is real. We don’t mess
around.
8.

Get into bed with these epic Cyber Monday deals at luxury locales around the globe.

